
"SPRAINTING"

 

TTER FINGER PAINTING 

Did you know that Giant otter families all use the bathroom in the same location on
land? This location is called a latrine, and otter droppings are called spraint. 
 Believe it or not- Otters will finger paint with their spraint, mixing it in with the
rest of their family group! They do this to spread their scent and mark their
territory.

 
Otters have an anal scent gland which gives their spraint a special smell. And they
have the ability to detect between 300 unique chemical markers in their spraint.
What a fun way to communicate with each other!  Even more silly, while sprainting
otters do a funny dance!

What you'll need: 
Paper or a sidewalk, paint or mud

1. Use any non-toxic paint. Don’t worry if you don’t have paints at home,
there is a DIY finger paint recipe below. You can also use dirt and water for a
muddy ‘paint’!
 
2. Figure out what you are going to "spraint" on.  It can be a large piece of
paper, an old sheet, the driveway- what ever you think is best!
 
3. Each person can pick their own color to spread around with their fingers.
Now you’re all "sprainting" like otters! Share your pics and clips of your
sprainting mural.



Show us your art!  
Share it to our

Facebook Page!

HOMEMADE
PAINT RECIPE

The basic ratio is 1 flour: 2 water, so scale up or down
according to how much paint you’d like to make. 

 
● 1 cup flour
● 2 cups water
● pinch of salt (optional)
● extra water
● Food coloring or liquid watercolors

 
 Stir flour and water into a pot  over medium heat until it comes together

like smooth, thick paste with few lumps. When it starts to pull away from
the pot, remove from the heat.
 Add a pinch of salt. This helps keep the paint from spoiling if you don’t
use it right away. To reach the desired paint consistency, slowly add cold
water to the mixture.
Divide the paint into bowls and squeeze food coloring or liquid
watercolors into the flour mixture until you reach your desired color.
Store in a covered container in the fridge if you’re not planning to use this
right away. 
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https://www.facebook.com/JacksonvilleZooandGardens

